the new wave of women in design

FANTASTIC VOYAGES
Cruise Portugal, Spain, France, Japan, China and the South Pacific

KITCHENS & BATHROOMS
The ultimate in inspirational luxury
among a collective of creatives.) “Then, a year ago,” she says, “Duvivier called me.”

Duvivier Canapés has been producing beautifully crafted French leather products since 1840 and furnishings since 1953. It’s a company associated with scrupulous quality and craftsmanship. “When they called me, they asked me to design a living room,” says Juillard, who has since created a series of modular furnishings for the brand in a range of lush fabrics and materials. “The idea was to create something you could totally change depending on your wages and your taste.”

A hit at January’s Maison & Objet, the Jules collection is inspired by Juillard’s own childhood. “When I was young, we used to go to the south-west coast for the holidays,” she says. “There are those really famous teckquée cabins on the Île aux Oiseaux there; you can find them only in this place in France.”

The wooden cabins sit high above the water, balancing on skinny stilts, reminiscent of herons wading through the tide. Juillard’s furniture, too, features long, exposed wooden legs. “My idea was to give a little wink to something that means something to me,” she says.

The range includes modular sofas, a chaise longue, armchairs, ottomans and coffee tables. Each piece showcases a different material expression — be it honed timber; soft leather; or velvet upholstery in emerald green, dusky pink or classic elegant white — “for city apartments in Paris,” says Juillard.

Her own Parisian apartment in the 6th arrondissement, built in 1840, is exactly that: pared-back and breathtakingly elegant. It’s a low-ceilinged duplex replete with white beams and angular walls of varying heights and degrees. Delightful objects of miscellany are scattered throughout, giving the apartment a playful sense of comfort: it’s a home. “I like little objects with strong identities,” says Juillard. “I love going to flea markets, like Les Puces de Paris Saint-Ouen. Most of the time, I find a little sculpture or objects that I love there.”

In every aspect of Juillard’s life, details are really important — whether it’s her home decor, her outfits, or her work and designs. “I have always thought that you cannot really be a designer if you’re not paying attention to all the details in your life,” she says. “I pay attention to my place and my style.”

At home, this shows in those little objects, in the prototypes of furniture Juillard has designed, and in softening touches. “I need to be surrounded by beautiful things,” she says. “When I come home, I light some candles and create an atmosphere. A home should feel peaceful and beautiful.”

Visit charlottejuillard.com